
Working with The Safe Durham Partnership

Staying Safe 
An easy read guide to how we protect
adults from abuse in County Durham
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Introduction 

This booklet gives you advice about staying safe at home, at 
work and in the community. 

This booklet covers:

staying safe at home

staying safe in the community

staying safe at work 

staying safe in care

images © Copyright 2006 Photosymbols Ltd. All rights reserved.

Some people will be able to read this booklet themselves and 
others might need help to read and understand it. It is available 
on the internet at www.safeguardingdurhamadults.info Please 
see other easy read booklets “Stop abuse now” and “What 
happens when abuse is reported?” for further information.

At the back of this booklet we have some questions for you to 
answer. If you send the correct answers to the Safeguarding 
Administrator you will get a certificate. We will need your name 
and address to do this.

This booklet and training was designed by Durham County Council 
on behalf of the Durham Safeguarding Adults Board.
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Staying safe at home

Things that can help you stay safe at home:

It’s good to feel happy and relaxed at home.

  your home should be warm and dry

  smoke alarms in your home should  
  be tested once a month
  
  you should have enough to eat  
  and drink at home
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Staying safe at home

People shouldn’t abuse you at home it’s important to tell  
someone you trust if they do.

Bleach, oven cleaner or other dangerous things should 
be locked away in a safe place.

Medicines should be locked in a safe place.

You should have regular fire safety checks and make   
sure that your fire alarms work. For help to do this    
contact the Fire Service on w0845 223 4221.

In a fire emergency contact w999.

You should have good locks on the doors and windows   
in your home and use them.

If possible you should have a safety chain or similar on   
your front and back doors. It’s okay not to answer the   
door if you feel worried.

If you are not getting the help you need to live safely   
and independently at home tell someone you trust. This   
might be a family member, friend, nurse, social worker   
who can report abuse for you.

Make sure you check the ID badge of    
people who come to your home. If you  
are worried do not let people inside your   
home.

It’s best not to buy things from people   
who knock on your door.
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Staying safe in the community

Things to help you feel safe in the community:

It’s good to feel safe out in the community.

Keep your bag zipped and money  
safe and not on show. Keep your 
bag across your shoulder.

Wear bright reflective clothes or   
 
bands when it’s dark so you can  
be seen easily by cars and buses.
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Staying safe in the community

If you are out when it’s dark stay on paths where there   
are good streetlights. Keep away from gangs of people.

Get to know your local police officers and community   
support officers.

When you go out, you could let someone know where   
you’re going, who you’re meeting, what you’re wearing   
and when you are coming back.

Keep your name and address and emergency contact   
numbers with you, as well as information about tablets   
or medicines that you take.

On a bus or train it’s best not to sit near a group of loud,   
noisy people. You can tell the driver or guard if anyone   
abuses you.

Go somewhere where there will be people who know you. 
Being part of a regular group like a club is a good idea. Be 
cautious of strangers.

Have a mobile phone or phone card with you. You can   
phone someone if you get lost or are worried.

Make sure that your purse, wallet or money is hidden   
from others in a safe place in your bag or zipped/    
buttoned pocket. Anything worth money should not be   
on show.
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Staying safe at work

Things that can help you stay safe at work:

It’s important to be safe and happy at work.

Make sure you know your journey  
to work and who to phone if you  
are lost or late.

Make sure there is somewhere  
safe at work to keep your  
valuables like money and your  
bag.
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Staying safe at work

If you are bullied or abused at work you must tell    
someone you trust straight away. You can tell someone   
at work or someone away from work.

It is important that you are shown   
properly how to do things, otherwise  
it can be dangerous.

You should be told about health and  
safety. These are the rules that a    
workplace has that keep the staff safe. 

This can include things like washing your hands, not   
leaving things out to trip over, and being careful  
with machines.

You must be allowed to have the rest breaks and 
lunch breaks that the law says you can have.

Make sure you have the right clothing such as a uniform,   
safety hat, safety boots or gloves for the job you are   
doing. If you are not sure what clothing you need ask   
your manager. 

If you meet with other people you  
should have a badge showing who  
you work for, the name of your job  
and a photo that shows how you   
look now. 
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Staying safe in care

It’s good to feel happy and relaxed with the care given to you.  
If you have any worries about the way that people are treating 
you, you can talk about this with your care coordinator,  
social worker, nurse or case worker or ring Social Care Direct on 
w03000 26 79 79.

Some of your rights
 
You have a right to:

 be treated fairly and with respect

 to say what care you do or do not want  
 
to be given information about your care

 to be involved in making decisions about your care 
 
 to choose your doctor

 to be safe from abuse
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Making decisions for yourself

Mental Capacity Act 2005
Mental capacity means being able to make your own decisions.

The Act will affect people who are 16 years or older. It will 
protect people who cannot make their own decisions about 
some things, for example people with learning disabilities or 
mental health problems. This is called ‘lacking capacity’.

The Act tells people:
What to do to help someone make their own decisions about 
something.

How to work out if someone can make their own decisions 
about something.

What to do if someone cannot make decisions about 
something sometimes.

Assessing Capacity
No one can think that you lack capacity because of: 

how old you are      
how you look      
how you behave

If someone needs to make a decision for you, they must be 
sure that you cannot make the decision yourself.

No-one can think that you cannot make the decision yourself 
just because:

you have a disability
you cannot make more difficult decisions
you have not been able to make decisions like that in the  
past
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Best interests

If someone has to make a decision for you because you 
cannot make it yourself, they must decide what is in your 
best interests, or what is best for you.

To work out what is in your best interests they must listen 
to what you want, ask people who know you and make sure 
you are involved.

No-one can decide what is in your best interests just 
because of:

how old you are
how you look
how you behave
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Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards

The Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards are part of the 
Mental Capacity Act.

People who lack capacity need extra protection. You 
should be treated or cared for in a way that means you 
are safe and free to do things you want to do.  

If you are stopped from doing the things you want all 
the time this is called being deprived of your liberty. 
Sometimes people having treatment or care might be 
deprived of their liberty to keep them safe.  

If you are deprived of your liberty you need special 
protection to make sure you are looked after properly 
and are kept safe. 

The Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards give special 
protection when you are being cared for or treated in 
ways that deprive you of your liberty.  

At least two people will check how you are being 
treated or cared for. These people are called assessors. 
One assessor is called the Best Interests Assessor. 

Everyone who has a Deprivation of Liberty Safeguard 
must have a Representative. They will visit you and 
check you are looked after in a way that means you are 
safe. The Representative could be a family member or 
friend.   

If you or anyone else is unhappy about you being 
deprived of your liberty they can ask for a review. A review 
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Lasting Power of Attorney

The Mental Capacity Act introduced the Lasting Power of 
Attorney (LPA). This is a legal document where you can say in 
writing who you want to make certain decisions for you, if you 
cannot make them for yourself. This person who makes the 
decisions is called an attorney.

You can have a Lasting Power of Attorney if you understand 
what it means. The attorney must act in the best interests of 
the person lacking mental capacity to make decisions. This 
can include decisions about: 

health - for example if you should have an operation

welfare - for example deciding which house is best for you

property - for example if you need to sell your house

money - for example  looking after a lot of money  
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Deputies

The Court of Protection may make someone a deputy.

The deputy can make certain decisions for you if you cannot 
decide everything for yourself.

It will not happen if you have made a Lasting Power of 
Attorney.

Sometimes the Court might need to make just one decision 
for you, so it will not need to use a deputy.

The Judge will just make the decision. This is called “a single 
order of the court”.

Advance Decisions to Refuse Treatment
Sometimes a doctor needs to treat a person who does 
not have the mental capacity to say whether they want a 
particular treatment or not.

An advance decision is when someone who has mental 
capacity decides they do not want a particular type of 
treatment if they lack capacity in the future. A doctor must do 
what you ask them.

An advance decision refuses treatment which may help 
keep you alive, it must say this clearly and be signed by you.  
Another person can sign an advance decision for you but 
only if you agree and you can see them sign it. People have to 
think very carefully before making an advance decision.

You are free to make an advance decision if you want to, but 
no one should force you to make it. It is your choice and you 
must understand what it means.
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New Independent Mental 
Capacity Advocate (IMCA)  

The Act introduced the Independent Mental Capacity 
Advocate (IMCA).

An IMCA is someone who will speak up for your views when 
important decisions have to be made involving health 
services and council services like social services and housing 
departments.

These include decisions about serious medical treatment or 
moving to a hospital or care home. The Independent Mental 
Capacity Advocate may become involved in other types of 
decision as well such as adult protection.
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Other ways the Mental Capacity Act  
protects people  

Is it against the law to badly treat someone you care for or look 
after who may lack capacity.  

This is called a criminal offence.

Code of Practice
There is information called a Code of Practice tells people how to 
make sure they are following the Mental Capacity Act.

Some people – like nurses, doctors, social workers or anyone who 
is getting paid for the job they do – will have a duty to pay
attention to the Code. They will need to know what the Code says.

For more information on the Mental Capacity Act and making 
decisions go to:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/office-of-the-public-guardian

Postal address:
Office of Public Guardian 
PO Box 16185
Birmingham
B2 2WH
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Who can you contact for support

In an Emergency w999
Durham Police w101
 
You can discuss things that you are worried  
about with your social worker or nurse.
 
If you think that you have been abused  
or someone you know has been abused  
and needs the help of social services or  
health services you can contact:
 
Social Care Direct w03000 26 79 79 
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Additional Useful Numbers

Useful contact numbers: 

Social Care Direct
Call w03000 26 79 79 to report an adult protection 
matter or discuss a concern

Domestic Abuse Services
Harbour: w03000 20 25 25 www.myharbour.org.uk 

Hate crime 
www.durham.gov.uk/hatecrime

Modern slavery helpline 
w08000 121 700 www.modernslavery.co.uk
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Keeping yourself safe 

We need to show that people out in their own homes understand 
abuse and how to report. This form lets us know that you 
understand. It is part of our training for those people who do not 
come to staff training.

Q1.  Tick the pictures that show how you keep yourself safe at home.  

Q2.  Tick the pictures that show how you 
keep 
yourself 

safe at 
work. 

Q3. Tick the pictures that show how you keep yourself safe in the
       community  
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Q5.  I am able to make decisions for myself but someone can   
 decide where I should live without talking to me

Q6.  If I felt that I am being abused in an emergency I can    
 contact the police on
 
 .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

 .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

True False

If you fill in the answers to the questions below and send 
them to:

Name:...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Address:.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................................................   Post Code:...........................................................

Keeping yourself safe 

Q7.  If I feel that I am being abused I can contact Social Care   
 Direct on   

Safeguarding Administrator  
Room 4/129-134, County Hall, Durham DH1 5UL
or email safeguarding_training@durham.gov.uk

We will send you a certificate to say that you 
understand how to tell someone when you have been 
abused or neglected, and what to do to keep 
someone else safe from abuse and neglect.



Your concerns will always be taken seriously and your details will 
remain confidential. Concerns about children should also be reported 
to this number.

If the person is in immediate danger call w999 straight away, before 
contacting Social Care Direct.

www.safeguardingdurhamadults.info

Please ask us if you would like this document
summarised in another language or format. 

Braille Audio Large print

Arabic Chinese Urdu

Polish Punjabi Spanish

Bengali Hindi German

French Turkish Malay

polski Español

Deutsch  
Français  Türkçe  Melayu  

altformat.cas@durham.gov.uk
03000 261381

Social Care Direct
03000 26 79 79

24 hours
a day

45482

If you suspect a neighbour, friend or family member is being neglected 
or abused or you are the victim of neglect or abuse call:
Social Care Direct w03000 26 79 79 (24 hours a day) 
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